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In case transport is required, select “YES” to the Attendance Form’s question: “Will you need
transport to arrive to Donostia-San Sebastián?”.
There are three main transports to arrive to Donostia-San Sebastián: by plane, bus or train. If
you will require transport service, select only one of those options in the Attendance Form -if
your main transport option is the flight, the CFM assumes that you will also require the shuttle
service; do not try to check also the bus option, it will be included- and pay attention to the
instructions specifically detailed for each option bellow.
Transport not requested at the Attendance Form will not be covered by the CFM. The main
transport to arrive to Donostia-San Sebastián will be covered, but the expenses of the
connection transport from your current address to that main transport wont.
Please, make your decision by taking into account the following information and if there is any
related question not answered below, contact by email to phdstudents.cfm@ehu.es

FLIGHT
Every candidate that chooses the flight option will receive a link by email in the following days.
That link redirects to a Travel Agency webpage. Choose your required departure Airport and
Bilbao Airport as the arrival one (except for flights departed from French Airports, which can
arrive to Biarritz Airport) and the dates for those flights (the CFM recommends arriving to
Donostia-San Sebastián the day before the PhD Recruitment Fair starts, in order to be rested
enough for the interviews).
The Travel Agency will return some flight options. Make your choice, confirm it to the Agency
and they will send you the tickets in a few days. Hand luggage is included in the flight ticket.
The Travel Agency will directly manage any question or problem related to the travel logistics.
Then, after landing, the shuttle service from Bilbao Airport is offered by PESA, and the shuttle
from Biarritz Airport is offered by ALSA (+INFO).
Purchase the ticket yourself and keep it with you, in order to present that expense at the
Registration at CFM and get your money back (only physically presented tickets will be
refunded).
Tickets can been bought directly in the bus; seats are usually available. Online purchasing is
possible too here (for Bilbao Shuttle) and here (for Biarritz Shuttle), but in case the flight is
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delayed, you might lose the shuttle. If you happen to need another one, only one of the shuttle
tickets will be refunded.
The interurban bus from Donostia-San Sebastián Central Bus Station -to the CFM (+INFO) or to
the accommodation (+INFO) will be refunded also at the Registration at CFM by presenting that
ticket (only the presented tickets will be refunded). Taxi expenses wont be covered.

BUS
Candidates who choose the bus option must purchase the bus tickets by themselves (round trip),
and the expenses will be refunded at the Registration at CFM by presenting the ticket (only
presented tickets will be refunded).
The interurban bus from Donostia-San Sebastián Central Bus Station -to the CFM (+INFO) or to
the accommodation (+INFO) will be refunded also at the Registration at CFM by presenting that
ticket (only presented tickets will be refunded). Taxi expenses wont be covered.

TRAIN
Candidates who choose the bus option must purchase train ticket by themselves (round trip),
and the expenses will be refunded at the Registration at CFM by presenting the ticket (only
presented tickets will be refunded).
The interurban bus from Donostia-San Sebastián Central Bus Station -to the CFM (+INFO) or to
the accommodation (+INFO) will be refunded also at the Registration at CFM by presenting that
ticket (only presented tickets will be refunded). Taxi expenses wont be covered.

